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DOING FIELDWORK 

Barbara Alge and I went on three separate occasions to record sounds, make video 
recordings, and take photographs during November 2010. These were 1) in the city 
harbour, KTV, the city centre; 2) in the vicinity of the main train station and in the 
Südstadt; and 3) at the Christmas market in the city  centre. Additionally, we did one 
fieldwork exercise together with the soundscapes team on 13 November where we 
explored the sounds of the Altstadt and the City  Centre. Another recording day of 
Barbara and myself was 22 January  2011. Below you can read more about our walks 
and our sonic encounters.  

11 November 2010 Joint fieldwork, Barbara Alge and Frances Wilkins. Stadthafen, KTV, and Zentrum
 

1) 11 November 2010 - Stadthafen, KTV, and Centre

The first joint  fieldwork excursion took place on 11 November 2010 with Barbara Alge 
and myself. The Soundscapes team fieldwork was scheduled to take place two days 
later on 13 November, and this was a perfect opportunity to test the equipment and 
create a protocol which we could then apply to all future fieldwork excursions. 
 The point of departure was the Stadthafen, the city’s harbour district  positioned 
just to the north of HMT and the main shopping centre. It  was a beautiful sunny day, 
and we started our recordings at just after ten o’clock in the morning. We recorded not 
only the sounds that we heard, but also many of our personal reflections. As the activity 
of listening within the context of a soundwalk was a new experience for both of us, we 
had many reflections. Walking along the harbour we came into contact not just with 
environmental sounds but  with people, many of whom reacted in surprising ways when 
they saw us (please see our personal reflections for more about this!).
 Our walk continued along the length of the harbour, through the streets of KTV, 
and back to the HMT along the main shopping street  of Rostock, Kröpeliner Straße. You 
can see exactly  where we walked in the map above. Walking back through the city 
centre we finished our sound walk with a chance recording of Juris Rutkovski, a street 
musician from Latvia who busked by playing accordion and trumpet (simultaneously) 
in the Universität Platz. Asking him to perform a piece which he thought captured the 
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identity  of Rostock, he made a surprising choice - ‘We Are the Champions’, a song 
made famous by the 1980s English pop group, Queen. In fact, much of his choice of 
repertoire was not Eastern European, as might be expected, but from the popular music 
of 1980s Britain and America.
 In KTV we experienced the sound of singing coming from a classroom window 
of a school which faced directly  onto the street. They were singing ‘Happy  Birthday’ in 
Spanish. Other musical experiences were distant car radios and a Greek restaurant in the 
Stadthafen which played topical music through speakers onto the outside area at the 
front of the restaurant. These distinct musical experiences - Spanish, English, and Greek 
- all give the suggestion of a cosmopolitan city embracing cultures from beyond its 
immediate surroundings. 
 As far as discovering the typical sounds of each district, this walk gave us many 
clues. In the Stadthafen our recordings included seagulls, creaking pontoons, boats’ 
engines, and flags blowing in the wind. In KTV we came across school children - not 
just singing in the classroom, but others walking along the road, the sound of a kebab 
knife in a take-away shop, the sound of men working on the street. In the centre, we 
recorded a street musician and the sounds of shoppers walking and talking as they 
passed us on the street.  
 In most  of our recordings there was a presence of bicycles and bells. Cyclists 
regularly moved through the scenes, and if you listen to these earlier recordings the 
sounds of wheels and pedaling will be recurrent. During later fieldwork after the snow 
came (early in 2010, at  the beginning of December), the bicycles have less presence as 
these have been abandoned by many  of Rostock’s inhabitants in favour of trams and 
sledges. Church bells, however, regularly chimed in the background, and in these 
recordings the two sound types constituted a continuous general and immediate image 
of the city. Cyclists might  denote a flat topography, active and young population, 
cyclist-friendly streets. Church bells suggest historic buildings and an active Christian 
population.

2) 13 November 2010 - Team Fieldwork, Altstadt and Centre

 
13 November team fieldwork, Altstadt and Zentrum



The soundscapes team (Barbara Alge, Daniel Wilke, Michael Wins, Jacob Przemus and 
myself), met on the morning of Saturday 13th November to spend the day recording 
together. This was a great opportunity  for the five of us to work together on the project, 
become better acquainted with the equipment, and exchange ideas about the sound 
which we heard around us. As can be seen in the map above, the team kept to two main 
areas of the city. These were the Altstadt and the city  centre. We started at ten o’clock in 
the morning, and finished at three o’clock in the afternoon, and because we had five 
hours we took our time to walk around and explore these two parts of the city. 
 We started at HMT and turned into the Altstadt along Beim Waisenhaus. 
Immediately  Jacob, the percussionist in the group, notice the sound made by car tyres 
on the cobbled stones as the cars drove along the street. The team assembled on the 
pavement and waited with cameras and audio equipment ready to record the next  car 
which drove past. Somewhat typically, this took quite a few minutes. In a number of 
situations we had to employ patience in order to capture the sound we wanted. Walking 
along the road, we came to the Alter Markt. This had a number of sounds in the 
environment, and we decided to record. Bicycles passing by and people walking and 
talking, an unusual electric bicycle being used by the post lady, the sounds of nature, 
bells, cars slowly  turning in and out  of the square. All this was recorded. We then 
walked further along a street  in the Altstadt where we could hear techno music coming 
from the window of an apartment. We started recording. Techno music accompanied by 
the sounds of the street - a small child and her father walking past speaking to each 
other, a car driving past, footsteps. 
 From the Altstadt we walked briefly down to the harbour. One of the sound team 
had recalled some building work taking place at the Petridamm, and was interested to 
see if this was worthy of recording for the project. We walked down to the main road 
(the sound levels increased rapidly as we approached the traffic) and crossed so that we 
were right on the edge of the building site. Men were working, there was a crane in 
action, and a constant lo-fi sound of the traffic hum nearby. We took our recording gear 
out and started to record. What we noticed most about doing this recording was how 
quiet the building site was! Despite the constant  activity  taking place, the actual sound 
coming from the site was noticeable low. 
 The rest of the time was spent in the city centre. This was an opportunity to do a 
thorough survey of the city’s sonic qualities. We went inside shopping centres (KTC and 
the Galeria Kaufhof), stood outside shops such as Olymp&Hades, recorded street 
musicians and workers, public transport, and also the general environmental sounds of 
the Universitätsplatz. After each recording we interviewed each other on our 
impressions, and many of these are included in our personal reflections. 



3) 25 November 2010 Bahnhofsviertel, and Südstadt

25 November joint fieldwork of BA and FW. Südstadt

Meeting at the HMT, we gathered our recording equipment and walked to the Neuer 
Markt to catch a tram to the main train station. Arriving at Neuer Markt, we noticed that 
the Christmas market was starting to be assembled. We took the opportunity to make a 
recording before catching the tram. The train station was our first point of call, and we 
spent some time on the platform of the station recording sounds, making video 
recordings, and taking photographs. Unfortunately, due to an interruption in our 
recording by station staff who were concerned that we may be members of a terrorist 
organisation, we were not given permission to use the video recordings for the 
soundscapes project, and thus only audio can be found in relation to the train station. 
 Following the station, we walked towards KTV via the Lindenpark. We recorded 
sounds on the road, but these mostly consisted of lo-fi background noise of traffic. In 
Lindenpark, however, the sounds of nature persisted, and we took a recording which 
included birdsong and a dog passing by as we stood in the centre of the park. 
 After Lindenpark we walked in the direction of the main university campus. As 
we walked in this direction we came across a sign to the city’s mosque, and walked up 
to it to see if we could hear any sounds coming from the building. Unfortunately the 
building was practically deserted. It was in an area which looked very  run-down, and it 
was disappointing that there were no definable ambient sounds coming from this region. 
We continued our walk along Albert-Einstein-Straße, and there we came across some 
‘broken sounds’: a vacuum cleaner and a television set lying on the ground. We found 
this quite ironic as we walked through the area looking for actual sounds. 



‘Broken Sounds’, Albert Einstein Straße, 25 November 2010 (photo: BA)

 When we reached the university, we walked into the Informatikzentrum. Here, 
we came across the sound of an electric door which was almost constantly opening and 
closing as people entered and left  the building. The sound was interesting to our ears, 
and we stood and recorded the door for a few minutes. Following this we walked 
towards the university library, taking note of the mixture of languages being spoken on 
the campus. However, in general the campus had quite a quiet atmosphere. We walked 
into the university  library  building, and again were struck by the sound of the electric 
entrance door to the building opening and closing. We made another recording. We then 
listened to the sound of the issue desk. Here, we noted that the scanning of bar-codes of 
library books sounded very similar to the sound of scanning products at a supermarket 
check-out. We immediately  recorded the sound, and made a note to also record inside a 
supermarket (I did this a few weeks later in Gehlsdorf). The coffee machine was the last 
place we recorded in the university. The distinct sound of buying a coffee - the coin 
being dropped into the slot, the whirring of the machine, the sound of liquid being 
poured into a cup, and the beeping sound as the machine tells the buyer that their drink 
is ready.
 From the university we took the tram back to Neuer Markt, where we had begun 
our sound recordings, and this was an opportunity to recording the inside of the tram - 
the announcements, the talking, the coughs, and the people entering and leaving as we 
made our way back to the centre. 



4) 30 November 2010 - The Christmas Market

30 November joint fieldwork of BA and FW. Christmas Market

A short afternoon fieldwork visit to the Christmas market was made by  Barbara Alge 
and myself. The temperature by  this time was sub-zero, and this made the recording 
problematic at times, especially with the 4 channel recordings, as the batteries did not 
work properly in such a low temperature. However, we did record some particular 
sounds from the stall and from the market ambience. The first recording was made in 
Neuer Markt, where there were many food stalls and fairground rides. The general 
atmosphere included Christmas and disco-style music, talking at the various stalls, and 
the sounds of people walking through the market. 
 We then walking along Kröpeliner Straße and came across two young men from 
Latvia dressed in Father Christmas costumes and playing seasonal music on 
saxophones. We spoke to them and then recorded a short extract of their performance. 
Further along, we came across more street musicians - an accordionist and a recorder 
player. They added a lot to the general atmosphere of the Weihnachtsmarkt, and we 
made two recordings which included both buskers and the sounds of the market whilst 
in the vicinity  of Universitätsplatz. More recordings included the Mutzen seller 
preparing the dough in their stall, and the almond seller preparing his food. Because of 
the cold and the effect it had on the recording equipment, we did not stay  at  the market 
for very long, but walked back to the HMT via the Marienkirche. We arrived at a few 
minutes before four o’clock in the afternoon, and succeeded in recording the intricate 
chiming of the clock when it reached the hour.

5) 12 December 2010 - Stadthafen

On a later occasion in mid December, Barbara and I returned to the harbour in the 
evening specifically to record the sounds of the Warnemünde shanty  choir singing in the 
Stadthafen theatre and at this time we heard and recorded more musical sounds 
emerging from another a pub.



6) 22 January 2011 – City Centre, Hansa-Viertel and Gartenstadt 

The final fieldwork opportunity took place on the 22nd January  when I met with 
Barbara Alge to record the Carillon in Universitätsplatz, which can be seen on the side 
of the pizzeria building on the corner of Breite Straße. This carillon, one of only 41 in 
Germany, is advertised to be played once per week on a Saturday between 12:00 and 
12:30 pm. We stood expectantly waiting for the sound of the bells, but the carillon 
player did not turn up and there was no sound. Barbara Alge then went into the 
restaurant to ask whether they knew anything about whether the musician would appear, 
and they did not know. Usually the carillon is performed every week at this time. 
 We left the place, agreeing that  we would try to return on another Saturday, and 
walked to the Galeria Kaufhof, the main department store in Rostock. On the second 
floor we were surprised to find live music being played by a young East Asian pianist, 
perhaps from the HMT, who was performing on an upright piano in the middle of the 
women’s clothing area. There were a few people standing behind her and watching as 
she performed. We were surprised to note that the staff had not turned off the ambient 
music from the loudspeakers which were situated at intervals in the ceiling. The sound 
of the piano with background piped music and people shopping around us was 
interesting to hear, and we made a recording of these overlapping sounds. 
 Following this, Barbara Alge and I cycled towards the zoo, where we planned to 
make some recordings of the sounds of animals there. As we were passing the football 
stadium we noticed that there was a game in progress, and as this was something we had 
not so far recorded, stopped directly outside the Ostseestadion in Hansa-Viertel district 
to record the sounds. The timing was excellent, and as we recorded one of the teams 
scored a goal. The sound of cheering, and recorded music being played, was clear in the 
recording. 
 At the zoo, in Barnstorfer Wald in the Garstenstadt district, the sounds from the 
football game could still clearly  be heard above the ambient sounds of the birds which 
inhabited the area. These conflicting sounds - natural and human - were recorded, as 
were more specific animal noises - the elephant being fed and small mammals gathered 
together. In one recording a tram can be clearly heard passing by  just  ouside the 
boundaries of the zoo which natural sounds dominated the recording. 

Individual Fieldwork

In addition to this each member of the Soundscapes project team has conducted their 
own independent fieldwork project in specific areas of the city. While I concentrated on 
the Old City, the City Centre, and the area on the other side of the harbour, Barbara Alge 
conducted fieldwork in the immediate surroundings of KTV. Students Michael Wins, 
Jacob Przemus, and Daniel Wilke chose to collect material in the suburbs to the north of 
the city - Warnemünde, Lütten Klein, Groß Klein, the Fischereihafen, Evershagen, and 
HMT.

The approach to individual fieldwork was different to group  fieldwork. Much was done 
spontaneously, and involved unexpected sounds. Sounds which were heard during the 



course of the day or evening, or sounds heard whilst  walking in the city. Many sounds 
from individual fieldwork can be heard on the website’s soundmap. 

Frances Wilkins 


